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ABSTRACT
Funding agencies, research programs, and organizations involved in the implementation of
research need to know the potential worldwide impact and applicability of their efforts and
investments. The extrapolation domain analysis method (EDA) was developed to produce
information about the location, areas, and population potentially influenced by research
outputs.
This working paper presents detailed steps how to implement an EDA. For a particular
research project, it starts with establishing a baseline assessment of the project, and proceeds through data collection, preparation, and similarity modeling concluding with reporting and validation.
The guide is designed for users with intermediate knowledge of GIS and Bayesian statistics
for a smooth and easy implementation of the method. It also requires the participation of
the members of the research project for proper identification of key variables to be used in
the process.
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Preface
The Challenge Program on Water and Food (CPWF) supports research projects on
integrated water, poverty, and productivity throughout the world. The CPWF’s research
activities have already shown how new practices have brought about improvements both in
environmental (improved ecosystem function through higher soil water retention, less
erosion, etc) and social aspects (improved productivity, well being, incomes).
Whilst these impacts are important, they are restricted to areas where funding was
available for the first phase of the CPWF. However, one of the CPWF’s goals is also to
extend and accelerate this impact and certainly this is a necessary step working towards
achieving the Millennium Development Goals. A key research question is therefore, how is
it possible to accelerate impact?
The question of ‘how’ is not easy to define. Simply taking localized success stories and
scaling up and out is a misguided starting point, because not all places have the same
characteristics at the start. To identify accurately other areas in the world where an
activity or a project can be reproduced requires analysis of huge amounts of data to
determine whether the conditions are favorable to the introduction of new approaches.
It also requires understanding of how lessons and knowledge acquired previously can be
modified to fit the new geographical context to which it will be introduced.
The CPWF sought to use geographical information approaches, which have been well established in the literature, and developed the concept of “Extrapolation Domain Analysis”
(EDA). EDA is a means to identify areas elsewhere where new methods of ecosystem management might be introduced with a high probability of success.
EDA combines a number of techniques of spatial analysis. It was first investigated in 2006,
when it was applied to assess how similarity analysis could be used to scale out research
findings within seven Andean basins (Otero et al. 2006). The method was developed
further by incorporating socio-economic variables into the Homologue analysis (Jones et al,
2005) used to identify sites elsewhere in the tropics that are similar to a site with known
characteristics. It has since been used to evaluate impact pathways and in global impact
analysis (Bouman et al. 2006).
We developed this step-by-step guide to EDA to help decision makers and project implementers identify potential areas to which new methods and technologies might be applied
with confidence so that investments may be more accurately targeted, and thereby ensure
better success rates.
Jorge Rubiano
Impact Assessment of Research in the CPWF project
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1. Introduction
Extrapolation domain analysis (EDA) is a methodology for identifying geographical areas
that are suitable for adoption of innovative practices of ecosystem management on the
basis of selecting sites that have similar climate, land-use and socio-economic indicators.
Whilst it has been specifically applied to 16 CPWF projects, in 9 river basins, the concept
is generic and can be applied to any project where accelerating change is considered as
a central development objective. The CPWF, like all research for development programs,
needs to ensure that its research impact in local areas contributes collectively by spreading
success to other areas, through the processes of up and out scaling (Rubiano et al. 2008).
So far, the outputs of EDA have been used to quantify the global economic impact of implementing specific innovations together with their effect on water resources (Bouman et al.
2007). EDA research has stimulated members of several of the CPWF projects to explore
potential areas for scaling out, such the Quesungual agroforestry system, which is being
adopted in new areas identified by EDA
EDA seeks to identify opportunities for out-scaling in research for development projects
and assist in their delivery. Political, cultural and environmental barriers constrain the successful implementation of technological or institutional innovations to areas outside the
geographic context in which they where developed. By identifying these barriers in the first
place, better decisions can then be made as to whether they are suitable for what is being
proposed.
The question ‘where to go next?’ then becomes less daunting to answer. At the very least,
the risks associated with the introduction of innovative watershed management can be
clarified and quantified, making projects easier to manage and also contribute to their success. This guide gives a rationale for action, gives a theoretical background and describes
the methodology and then provides a step-by–step recipe for the implementation of the
EDA methodology.

2. Rationale for action
This guide provides a method on how to determine where investment might be focused
next. EDA should be used when project management wants to estimate systematically the
potential target areas and identify the populations where adoption and impact can easily
be achieved. Having this insight is important at all stages of a project, from proposal development, project implementation and in scaling out completed research. By undertaking the
analysis, there are many benefits:
• It identifies more accurately areas where new research approaches will have a better
chance of succeeding to ensure adoption and implementation;
• It mitigates the risks associated with wasted investment, both time and money, and
avoids the apathy created amongst local communities if (when) a project fails;
• It quantitatively determines the potential population that will be impacted by the project
proposal, which is a fundamental criterion in influencing decisions about project funding;
• Through transparent evidence-based analysis and deduction, planning and risk management are enhanced and contribute to accelerated impact; and
• It lowers the barriers to successful implementation by ensuring the barriers are well understood at the project’s outset.
The methodology is under continuous development to improve its accuracy by ensuring that the critical indicators, which are those considered important to describe whether
adoption will succeed or not, are identified and incorporated into the analysis. We have
found that information on socio-economic conditions and on institutions are more important predictors of successful adoption than biophysical conditions.
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2.1
Purpose of this Guide
This implementation guide is provided to make EDA more accessible to newcomers to the
field, to project implementers, to donors, and to decision makers. We hope that EDA’s potential can be realized through further application and testing, leading to refinement of the
methodology and its consolidation into a working toolkit directed to accelerating impact at
a broad scale. The overall strategy of the EDA approach is describes elsewhere (Rubiano et
al. 2008).
2.2
Audience of this guide
Intended users require the aid of GIS analysts and statistical data managers since advanced knowledge on spatial analysis concepts, such as the weights of evidence method, is
necessary to help to assess the logic and reliability of the modeling outputs.
2.3
Structure of the guide
This guide is divided into three main sections:
• Introduction and rationale;
• A theoretical discussion and a description of the methodology; and
• The EDA implementation guide itself, describing the implementation in detail.
2.4
Case studies
The guide uses the CPWF projects as case studies to illustrate the methodology and the
expected outputs: PN6 Strategic innovations in dryland farming, PN15 The Quesungual
agroforestry system and PN16 Natural resource conservation and management for increased food availability and sustainable livelihoods: Empowering farming communities
with strategic innovations and productive resources in dryland farming. The process is described generically, which should enable a GIS analyst to perform the operations using any
GIS software. However, the analytical formulae are already packaged into ArcSDM (spatial
data modeller), which is based on the ESRI ArcGIS extension. The case studies give specific detail of the use of ArcSDM.

3. Theoretical background to EDA methodology
3.1	What is extrapolation domain analysis?
Extrapolation domain analysis is about finding target sites (called the response theme data
layer) with similar characteristics to a group of project pilot sites (called the training points
data layer). A suitable target site is called an extrapolation domain. An extrapolation domain is a geographical area that is likely to behave in the same way as the pilot sites. The
extent to which an extrapolation domain corresponds to the pilot sites depends on the degree of similarity of the chosen key variables, which are the factors that comprise the evidential theme data layers across the total geographical area being analyzed, which in turn
are defined by the search area or unit cells.
The purpose is to scale out a new ecosystem management practice that succeeded at a
several particular pilot sites and implement it at new target sites selected to have characteristics similar to the successful pilot sites. The conceptual foundation of the methodology
(Figure 1) is presented in more detail in Rubiano et al. (submitted).
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Figure 1. A conceptual overview of extrapolation domain analysis.
3.2
Predictive modeling
To derive the extrapolation domains, we use Bayesian and frequentist statistical modeling
techniques. Largely based on the concepts of Bayesian probabilistic reasoning (BonhamCarter et al. 1989; Bonham-Carter 2002), we apply the weights-of-evidence (WofE) methodology. In essence, a statistical inference is established that estimates the probability
of target sites adopting the change demonstrated in pilot areas. The assumption is that a
collection of training points that comprise the pilot areas will, in aggregate, have common
characteristics and we then proceed to estimate the degree to which these characteristics
can be found in sites elsewhere. The common characteristics are used to create evidential
theme data layers and are shown to be consistent with successful implementation at pilot
sites. We then assume that target sites that exhibit similar socio-economic, climatic and
landscape attributes to the pilot sites are those where out-scaling is highly likely to succeed.
3.3	Weights of evidence modeling
WofE modeling was selected for several reasons. Firstly the method is knowledge-based,
so it works to reinforce project scientists’ understanding, using factors deemed by them to
be of practical importance. Secondly it is able to incorporate uncertain and sparse data in
the process of probability updating and is hence useful for prospecting over very large areas for which data are often of variable availability and quality. Thirdly it combines several
lines of evidence, but in a manner that avoids the subjective choice of weights.
We used ArcGIS software for the modeling computations, and the ArcSDM extension
for the WofEs calculations. ArcSDM is a spatial data-modeling package developed by the
Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) and the United States Geological Survey (Kemp et al.
2001). The detailed theory behind the methodology is outlined in Rubiano et al (submitted).
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3.4	Homologue modeling
Jones et al. (2005) developed the Homologue procedure to determine the extent to which
sites elsewhere in the tropics possessed the same climate and soils of a given pilot site. In
essence, it answers the question, “Where else in the tropics are climate and soil conditions
similar to here?”, where ‘here’ is defined a source pixel or cloud of pixels on a digital map.
Homologue uses the predefined source pixels to search for other pixels that have similar
climate and soils. Similarity of climate, which is normally the dominant attribute, is defined
by multivariate classification of a global climate database from over 21,000 stations in Latin
America, Africa and Asia. The method uses an extension of the Floramap algorithm (Jones
and Gladkov 1999).
Homologue’s nominal pixel size is 10 arcminutes, or about 18 km at the equator. Localized
variation (e.g. mountainous country) can unduly influence the attributes of the source pixels, so to avoid spurious variation, Homologue allows users to define the source area according to a selection of pixels within a locality.
Homologue defines the geographical distribution of soils on the basis of the database of the
world inventory of soils emission potentials (WISE, Batjes and Bridges 1994; Batjes 1995),
and the FAO soils map of the world (FAO 1995). Given the uncertainties caused by the
limited spatial resolution of the FAO map, and the potential mis-definition of soil variation
within map units, Homologue allows the user to modify the influence of soils in defining the
similarity to source pixels. In the EDA work, we reduced the influence of soils to the minimum.

4. Extrapolation domain methodology
We now detail the process step by step to guide those wishing to replicate the approach.
Each step makes extensive use of graphics and figures. We assume an intermediate level
of knowledge of GIS and statistics.
4.1	Overview
There are four key steps involved to identify the extrapolation domain areas (Figure 2).
We assume initially that knowledge about the new practice to be extrapolated comes from
experts in the topic working on the research project. This knowledge includes experience
of which indicators contributed to the success of the project in the pilot areas. Next comes
data collection and preparation, perhaps the most time-consuming stage. This is followed
carrying out the analysis using GIS tools. The results are then consolidated and communicated to project implementers using graphs and maps. Finally, the results are validated
through consultation with project experts. Each step is explained in detail in the following
sections.
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Figure 2. EDA process framework diagram.
4.2

Guide step 1: Baseline assessment and project definition

Overview of Step 1
Before embarking on the analysis itself, it is important to carry out a baseline assessment
at the outset of the process, to understand the location context and objectives of the research project. The baseline assessment is crucial to ground the selection of variables and
understand the potential constraints. The objectives in this step are to:
• Obtain a full understanding of the research project and what is the innovation it is attempting to scale out;
• Define the pilot research sites; and
• Seek definition by the project experts of the key factors/variables that led to the success
of the project at pilot sites.
Information sources for the baseline assessment
A considerable body of evidence is likely to already be available at the local level; this will
need to be reviewed and considered as part of applying the methodology. The exact scope
of what needs to be reviewed will vary with location but a core set of documents may include:
• Existing proposal documents;
• Project progress reports (these usually provide the location of pilot research sites and
changes applied to the original proposal); and
• Key publications about the pilot sites, implementation sites, and the resource management approach being investigated
In addition, emphasis on extracting local knowledge and working with project implementers is important.
Who do you involve in step 1?
The first step in EDA requires project participants to select a range of factors that they
think will influence the replication of an innovation beyond the pilot sites. This assumes that
replication of the project will be most likely in places where conditions are equal or similar
to the pilot sites. The set of factors included in WofE are typically those grouped as socioeconomic attributes, however they can include other, biophysical attributes (e.g. slope of
the land, or proximity to a particular pilot site). Participants should select factors that are
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independent (i.e. not auto correlated), because
the power of considering multiple factors together derives from the assumption that each piece
of evidence contributes additional information.
This is important to obtain a holistic perspective
of all the factors/variables that may influence the
adoption of the innovation.
Detailed steps
Step 1.1: Georeferencing the pilot sites
Once the pilot sites are identified by the project
members, a GIS analyst creates a data layer of
‘training points’ (Figure 3). The data model includes the latitude, longitude and location name.
To identify location names, online gazetteers can
be used (see Bopx 4). If the information is not
available, the project implementers can be asked
to provide geographic coordinates and place
names at the required detail. In some cases,
geographic coordinates of locations can be obtained from a map overlaid on Google Earth.

Box 1: Creating a training point
data layer in ArcGIS.
• Create a table with the latitude and longitude and name of sites and save as
txt, xls or dbf format.
• In ArcGIS use to ‘shapefile from table’
or ‘EventTheme’ command to import the
table and create a data layer. If using
the latter, an extra step is then required
to convert the event theme into a shapefile data layer.

Box 2: Creating random points
in ArcGIS.
• The ArcView Extension “Random points
generator V 1.1” can be used for this
purpose.

Step 1.2: Size constraints of the dataset of training sites
The WofE approach requires a minimum of 100
data training points spread over a reasonable
area to give sufficient sample variation in the variables used. Smaller numbers of data
points typically give unrealistically low probabilities of finding similar areas elsewhere. In
practice, however, research projects usually operate at only a limited number of sites. In
the case studies we have made so far, no more than 30 locations in each were considered
pilot research sites. In this sense, it is necessary to increase that number by generating
random sites (within 5-10 km) of those supplied by the project’s experts. With higher resolution data it is possible to use a smaller buffer radius. Conceptually this approach is justified because project outputs developed in a single location are generally applicable to the
area surrounding it or nearby.
Step 1.3: Defining the search extent
The search extent is the geographical extent within which one expects to find extrapolation
areas. The general concepts of proximity are assumed, in that the bigger the area and the
further away it is from the training/pilot sites, the lower the probability is of finding similar
areas; the closer and smaller the search area, the higher the probability is of finding extrapolation domain areas.
Selection of a search area depends on the project and choice of the project experts. Applications to date have included the extents that encompass the pan tropical world, continents and sub-continents. The chosen level will be constrained by the computing equipment available, although in these days with cheap terabyte hard drives and multicore
processors this not so much an issue as formerly. If necessary, however, partial searches
at continental or sub-continental level can be an alternative. Once chosen, a search extent
GIS data layer is created, which acts as the analysis ‘mask’ to delineate the boundary extent of the analysis window.
Step 1.4: Identification of key variables/ success factors
There is no limit to the number of variables that may be chosen, however, care must be
taken to avoid autocorrelation between them. Identification and selection of critical variables should be undertaken in consultation with a number of specialists in the fields of
socio-economics and biophysical sciences, on a project-by-project basis. It is important to
have this first-hand expert knowledge when selecting which variables are the appropriate
ones to choose. In cases where experts are not available, they may be derived from proj-
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ect proposals and impact pathway documents. Clearly, the most important variables are
those considered as determinants for the project’s success or are key to addressing a specific research problem. Typical variables for particular project types (agroforestry systems,
water systems and saline environments) are listed in Appendix A. These variables are then
mapped in step two into evidential themes for the analysis.

Box 3: Case study PN6: Identifying and
mapping project pilot locations.

Location			
Gbung
Damongo
Nyankpala
Yendi
Demon-Naa-Yili
Chambuligu
Kagberishie
Mazeri
Walewale
Kabingo
Kuguri
Gambaga
Mirigu
Kpabi
Nanoori
Manga
Salaga

Latitude			
9° 09΄N
9° 05΄N
9° 24΄N
9° 22΄N
8° 55΄N
9° 12΄N
9° 12΄N
9° 30΄N
10° 12΄N
10° 57΄N
10° 57΄N
10° 31΄N
10° 54΄N
8° 53΄N
10° 29΄N
11° 01΄N
08° 33΄N

Table 1.Location of the pilot sites in case study
PN6 in northern Ghana.

Longitude
0° 36΄W
0° 48΄W
0° 59΄W
0° 41΄W
0° 00΄W
0° 35΄W
0° 34΄W
0° 01΄W
0° 49΄W
0° 06΄W
0° 11΄W
0° 26΄W
0° 59΄W
0° 01΄E
0° 26΄W
0° 16΄W
0° 31΄W

5.2.5 Key outcomes/products
The key outcomes of this first
stage are:
•
Background context;
and
•
Identification of key
variables together with their
status, which may need to be
changed so that implementation of the project in another
specific location will be viable.
To drive the GIS analysis, the
following data layers are required:
•
A list of the variables
that were critical to the success of the project in the selected pilot sites; and
•
The data layer depicting
the training points, that is, the
geographical location (latitude
and longitude coordinates) of
project pilot research sites,
alternatively the approximate
location of pilot sites, their
names and the type (rural or
urban) of communities where
the project was implemented.
PN6 began working in
300 focal households in
17 communities in eight
pilot districts in northern
Ghana. Table 1 shows
the location of the 17 research pilot sites. These
were plotted within a GIS
to create a map, Figure 3.
To arrive at the necessary
100 points, the rest were
randomly assigned within
a 25km buffer distance of
the PN6 sites. The choice
of a buffer radius of 25km
took into account that the
pixel resolution of the socio-economic data used is
5km and the data changes
little from pixel to pixel.

Figure 3.Map showing project pilot sites in case study PN6 in northern Ghana.
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4.3

Guide step 2: Data gathering and preparation

Overview of step 2
In this step we collate the variables and create GIS data layers ready for the similarity
analysis in step 3. If climate layers were suggested for the extrapolation domain search,
the training sites are used to generate areas with similar climate using Homologue (see
step 3.1). The key objectives of this step are:
• Acquire, download and collate data relating to the chosen key variables;
• Data preparation by geo-coding, aggregation or disaggregation and defining resolution of
all layers; and
• Creation of GIS data layers that comprise the evidential themes.

Box 4: Case study PN6: Selection of key variables
The variables identified for PN6’s extrapolation domain were:
• Existence of fish production. Source: Level of fish production (FAO 2006);
• Status of water and sanitation facilities. Source: Rural access to an improved water source in percent (%) (WHO and UNICEF 2006); (these data
were supplied at the country level and adjusted for population density for
2005 (which is available at a resolution of 5 km2);
• Level of poverty: Source: The poverty line as described by the below US$2
per/day index (Thornton et al. 2002); and
• Climatic conditions identified by Homologue (Jones et al. 2005).

4.3.2 Sources of information for data gathering and preparation
Once the variables are defined, we undertake an extensive global search for data. Where
exact data do not exist, we use proxies of the critical variables instead. This is the most
challenging part of the work, as data availability and quality can be a constraint. We commonly use one or more of several online sources (see Box 4 for further details).
4.3.3 Who do you involve
in step 2?
This step invariably requires GIS
analysts and specialists, because the
data layers must be created in an
appropriate form so that they can
be used for the similarity analysis.
It may also involve project implementers, as they often know of data
sources, or have key networks and
contacts for the data that are required. They can also act as critical
reviewers of data reliability.
4.3.4 Detailed steps
4.3.4.1 Step 2.1: Data preparation
There are several steps in data preparation; these involve a) geocoding
or georeferencing; b) setting the layer resolution; c) aggregation of the
data; and d) disaggregation of data.

Box 4: Web links
Online global data sources
Social and economic
• http://earthtrends.wri.org/
• http://www.ciesin.org/download_data.html
• http://www.map.ox.ac.uk/MAP_dissemination.html
•
Agriculture and livestock
• http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home
• http://ergodd.zoo.ox.ac.uk/livatl2/index.htm
•
Biophysical
• http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/gis/index.stm
• http://geodata.grid.unep.ch/
• http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/gshhs.html
• http://www.iwmidsp.org/iwmi/SearchData
• http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/
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We gather and download data from typical sources. If necessary, these have to be georeferenced. Georeferencing is typically done using the country ISO code as a unique identifier
and using this attribute field to perform spatial joins. The data layers are projected to the
coordinate system of the region or sub-region; often using the world coordinate system
(WGS84 projection) if a larger search area is being used.
If necessary, the data may also need to be aggregated to match the boundaries of the administrative units being studied. Some data are only available at global scale, however, often the search needs to be done at regional or sub-regional scale. To obtain data at the appropriate scale, the data therefore need to be disaggregated to distribute them at a higher
resolution. Typically, we do this using population numbers as the denominator. In this way
the indicator reported at a global level is divided by the number of people at a country
(or other administrative area) level to distribute the fraction of the national statistics homogeneously across the population of the defined search area. Major refinements can be
made by adjusting disaggregated values depending on the context. For example, whether
the population is rural or urban, or by using accessibility to weight the values according to
proximity to public services. Spatial analysis offers many alternatives to rebuild variables at
a better resolution, always keeping in mind issues of data quality and the errors that these
procedures can introduce.
Step 2.2: Defining the geographical extent and resolution
A data layer may be created to delineate the search area using it as a mask layer to restrict the training points and evidential theme layers. This is done for two reasons, to reduce the file size, and to eliminate zones not considered part of the pan-tropics, that is,
above latitudes 45ºN and 30ºS and all longitudes that fall in the open ocean. Those countries without data are assigned the label ND (no data).
All the data layers, including those from Homologue, are converted into grid format at the
same pixel size as that of the data with the lowest resolution. We use EDA at the pan-tropical level using geographical data in Grid format at the highest resolution available. Nevertheless, the output of any particular analysis will be restricted by the lowest resolution in
the input data. In the case studies that we have carried out, the lowest resolution has been
of the population data, which comes at squared grids of 2.43 arc minutes (about 4.5 km at
the equator).
Key outcomes/products of step 2
The key products of this stage of the work are:
• Georeferenced data corresponding to each key variable (socio-economic and biophysical;
climate data are defined in next step);
• One evidential thematic data layer for each of the key factors defined by project specialists; and
• A mask defining the extent of the study area.
4.4

Guide step 3: Similarity analysis

Overview of step 3
This step involves using the data collated and prepared in the previous steps and running
the analysis. The objectives are to:
• Identify similar climatic areas using Homologue;
• Weight the evidential themes using Weights of Evidence (WofE) modelling; and
• Derive the Extrapolation Domain areas from the intersection of Homologue climate layers
with the WofE output.
Sources of information for similarity analysis
• This step uses two main analytical toolkits:
• ArcSDM, an ESRI ArcGIS, which incorporates the WofE algorithms; and
• Homologue, to derive the climate similarity areas.
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Who do you involve
in step 3?
This stage also requires specialist GIS analytical skills and
some familiarity using the GIS
tools described below.

Box 5: More web Links
Homologue software download
• http://gisweb.ciat.cgiar.org/homologue/index.htm
Homologue users manual

Detailed steps
• http://gisweb.ciat.cgiar.org/homologue/ing/user_manual.htm
Step 3.1: identification of climate similar areas
ArcSDM extension download
Potential users of this guide
• http://www.ige.unicamp.br/sdm/ArcSDM93/download.php
are invited to read the Homologue manual, which describes
the background and methodological steps in more detail. Training sites are entered into Homologue using their respective geographical coordinates. The Homologue tool allows one point at the time, so only the
sites supplied by project members are used here. The randomly-generated points, if any,
are used only in the WofE search. The user should inspect all the layers to avoid potential
errors that are still embedded in the beta version of the Homologue tool. According to the
authors, the user should look for sensible and reasonable similar areas. Once all the layers are considered appropriate, a single Homologue area created; we call this the ‘cloud of
Homologue areas’. This cloud represents the maximum probability in each pixel found from
the set of pixels in the group of individual layers. The output shapefile map gives probability of similarity values that range from 0.1 to 1 (Figure 4).
The Homologue output layer is then imported into ArcGIS where the non-data cells are assigned a value of 0 to allow averaging with the other evidential layers later in the process.
This is done by combining the Homologue shapefile output with a shapefile of the mask of
the study area with zero values in each of their their polygons.
After the combination, two grids are generated by reclassifying the data layer, one into ten
classes (deciles) for statistical calculations and a second into four classes for a bivariate
map to display later in the map representation step. To do so, the shapefile must be reprojected into meters first and then converted to grid specifying the parameters presented
in the Appendix B.
Step 3.2: Adjust the cell size
At present the cell size is adjusted by taking the shapefile into ArcView 3.2 and using the
‘Analysis Properties’ function until the point at which the shapefile squares match the grid
pixels. The user has to do this in ArcView because ArcGIS does not allow such adjustment.
Several tests are required to achieve this geometric coincidence by identifying the appropriate cell size for the conversion. This step is required because straight conversion from
shapefile to grid implies a translation of the pixels values.
A guide to obtain this match is to set up the display for four squares of the shapefile and
in the Analysis Properties window, choose “Same as Display” as the Analysis Extent, which
will adjust the cell size accordingly. Once the correct cell size has been identified, the grid is
re-created but for the whole world and adjust the value of the cell size as described above.
Random checks are a useful measure to verify the matching of probability values between
the shapefile and the final grid. The grid conversion process for a global extent takes less
than an hour, depending on the amount of information and using a 2.6 GHz processor with
2.5 Gb in RAM. Figure 3 shows an example Homologue areas output for PN6
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Figure 4.Climatic Homologue areas of project PN6 research sites. Step 3.2: Weights of Evidence ModellingCase study PN6: Mapping Homologue climatic zones.
The purpose of this task is to identify similar areas for socio-economic and biophysical variables (not climate). This part of the process requires the use of the spatial data modeler
tool, ArcSDM. The model is currently written as an ArcGIS (ESRI 2005) extension suitable
for versions 8.3 and 9.1/2/3 (Sawatzky et al. 2005). Details of the method are presented
in Bonham Carter (1994). The tool comes with different search and classification methods:
logistic regression, weights of evidence, neural networks and fuzzy logic. All follow different procedures and only that relevant to the EDA method presented here will be described.
This process involves:
Step 3.2.1: Data pre-processing
In the first window (Figure 5), the definition of the following parameters are required in the
dialogue box:
• Technique: Weights of Evidence;
• Study area: The grid representing the domain area or study zone;
• Area unit: The size of the area on which to base calculations, this can include from one to
many pixels; and
• Training sites: The name of the shapefile containing the point layer with the training sites.
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Figure 5.Dialogue box for entry of parameter definition for WofE modeling.
Step 3.2.2: Selection of evidential themes
Once the parameters are entered, the system prompts for the list of layers subject to the
calculation of weights. To do so, the appropriate variable must be selected, the field with
the data identified, the data type stated and the format for weights calculation selected.
The dialogue boxes for data entry are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 6.Dialogue box for the entry of data for weights calculation.
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Step 3.2.3: Generalization of variables
This step requires the conversion of continuous and multi-class variables into their binary forms. To do so, the threshold must be identified using one of the following methods
that the tool provides. This is a simple re-classification of the variable using the identified
weights.
Step 3.2.4: Posterior probability calculation
Once the variables have been generalized, the user can run the probability calculation. Depending on the size of the grids, the number of variables and the processor hardware, the
calculation can take between 10 and 30 minutes. The output file is a table linked with the
set of variables that are required for further later processing.
Step 3.2.5: Output map reclassification
The probability map is re-classified into deciles for statistical treatment and into four
classes for a bivariate map as with the Homologue layer. This total number of classes is not
always achievable e.g. in those cases in which probabilities are below 75%. The deciles are
used for the identification of in-country areas and populations.
Step 3.2.6: Test of conditional independence
The user should also run a test of conditional independence to identify potential problems
with duplication of information in selected variables. If all the variables are initially important, the selection of the most appropriate of them is facilitated with this test. It is common
at this stage to find problems of conditional dependence among the variables. If this occurs, several runs of the model are required with a reduced number of variables to exclude
those that cause dependence problems until a consistent result is achieved. The user can
also carry out a t-test to check the relevance of each variable used in the analysis. Uncertainty due to missing data is also reported for each site at this stage.
Step 3.3: Intersection of climate and other WofE modelled variables
As mentioned above, the two grids layers from Homologue with geographical projection
are converted into meters (Mercator, WGS84). This conversion allows the socio-economic
and other biophysical variables produced by the WofE modeling to be combined. Using the
raster calculator available in ArcGIS, the outputs from Homologue and WofE are multiplied
by 100 to avoid the loss of decimal values in this operation. The average is then calculated
to produce the probability map of extrapolation domain areas. Only values above 0.10
(10%) are mapped.
This output map is then used to calculate areas and population potentially subject to replication of the project. To do this, the user combines grids of population grid with a layer
of countries for the selected extent. The calculation is made by identifying the number of
pixels for each of the ten classes of the probability map falling within each country. The
population is also calculated summing the pixel population falling in each of the classes of
the probability map (Table 3). The data from the GIS tables can then be transferred to a
spreadsheet for graphic representation of areas and population figures.
Key outcomes/products of step 3
• Homologue climate areas;
• Areas of socio-economic and landscape similarity;
• Extrapolation domain areas from the combination of the first two outputs; and
• Tables accounting areas and population for each unit of analysis (countries) grouped into
10 classes of probability similarity.
4.5

Guide step 4: Reporting and validation

Overview of step 4
In this step, the outputs of the analysis are produced in a form that can be easily interpreted by project implementers. The objectives are:
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• Extract the tabular data and graph them; and
• Visualise the response theme in maps at the appropriate scale
(global, regional, continental).
Sources of information for reporting and validation
The source of information for this step is the analysis output itself. In addition, to analyze
the tabular data, pivot table and/or database tools (e.g. MS Access) are also required. In
the cases on which records account for more that 32,000 fields, it is necessary to use database software or alternative spreadsheets that allow handling data sets of this size.
Who do you involve in step 4?
This step involves a GIS analyst working together with the project implementers and project experts to verify results.
Detailed steps
Tables generated by the intersection must be summarized using graphical or database
tools. Examples of both these are presented in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Table 2 below. The
output maps, tables and graphs should be shared with project experts to identify the validity of, or anomalies in, the domain areas. Feedback from this consultation needs to be assessed and where necessary used to adjust the initial parameters and rerun the similarity
analysis until reasonable results are generated. This is an important step in the analysis as
often several simulations runs are required. In the end, the analysis should guide, not proscribe, the areas chosen for replication.
Key outputs/products for step 4
Final extrapolation domain areas with population and areas tables for each country;
Continental or more detailed maps; and
A record of the dialogue and description of the process.

5. Issues and challenges
It is important to emphasize that assessing the potential impact of research innovations is
a complex and uncertain issue. There are no hard data that would allow precise cost-benefit analysis to be carried out in these types of projects. International research generates
public goods at a global level, but they need to be assessed and evaluated to help targeting
investments and interventions.
The EDA method is driven by expert knowledge, in that the selected variables are based on
what experts know works, rather than relying solely on the findings generated by a computer model. On the other hand, although fundamental data are currently lacking, these
are expected to become available with advances in data gathering and the international
normalization of national statistics.
There are two challenges for the next phase in development of the method: a) Program a
more user-friendly user interface to run the extrapolation domain search, and b) Compile
socio economic and institutional data at higher resolution and detail to refine the identification of domains. Meanwhile, it is important that the user understands the limitations of the
process as well as its power as only then can the findings help guide and foster debate during the decision-making process.
Funding and development agencies are obliged to implement a systematic monitoring
process of research projects as well as justify and be held accountable for the selection
criteria they use for choosing new areas for out-scaling. These should be based on better
criteria than a hunch. EDA provides a systematic and transparent approach to evaluation
and extrapolation.
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Box 6: Case study PN15: Tabulation and mapping of outputs
AFRICA					
Country		
			
Cameroon				
Democratic Republic Congo		
Nigeria					
Guinea					
Malagasy Rep.				

Areas
( km2 * 1000)		
5.5			
7.5			
5.1			
0.3			
0.1			

Population * 1000
5.5
7.5
5.1
0.3
0.1

Table 2. Areas and people living in such areas where an agro

Figure 7. Graphical representation of extrapolation domain areas according to probability degrees.

Figure 8. Bivariate map showing influential critical group of factors across the pan-tropical world
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8. Glossary of key concepts
Bayesian probabilistic reasoning: In short, according to Jaynes (2003, p86), “to form
a judgment about the likely truth or falsity of any proposition A, the correct procedure is
to calculate the probability that A is true: P(A|E1E2 · · ·) conditional on all the evidence at
hand.” Spelled in other words, prior information helps us evaluate the degree of plausibility
in a new problem. New information is always expected that will help to refine
our inferences.
Evidential variables: This is a map or area layer (in either vector or raster format, a
shape or a grid file) used for prediction of point objects (such as mineral occurrences). The
polygons or grid cells of the evidential themes have two or more values (class values). For
example, a geological map may have two or more values representing the classes (map
units) present. Although weights of evidence was originally defined for binary evidential themes (also named binary patterns in several publications), it can also be applied to
themes with more than two classes. Frequently, multi-class evidential themes will be generalized (simplified) by combining classes to a small number of values,
facilitating interpretation.
(http://www.ige.unicamp.br/wofe/documentation/wofeintr.htm).
Extrapolation domain: Areas outside the training sites defined by a probabilistic similarity to these given a particular set of evidential variables.
Homologue: Homologue (Jones et al., 2005) is software that identifies the geographical
extent of environments that are similar to a pre-defined point or area. In essence, it answers the question: “Where else in the tropics are climate and soil conditions
similar to here?”,
Pilot sites: Same as project sites and training sites.
Search area: In Arc-WofE the study area is a binary theme that defines the region of
interest. It acts as a mask and areas of evidential themes and training points outside the
study area, which are ignored in the calculations of weights and output maps.
(http://www.ige.unicamp.br/wofe/documentation/wofeintr.htm).
Similarity: The degree of symmetry, analogy or equivalence between two or more objects
or patterns.
Target sites: Refers to those extrapolation domains with the highest probabilities of similarity to the training sites.
Training sites: This is a point layer consisting of the locations at which the point objects
are known to occur. Thus in mineral exploration, for example, the points are the mineral
deposits (showings, occurrences, etc.) previously discovered by prospectors, mappers, and
exploration companies. But in other studies, the point objects may consist of locations of
seismic events, intersections of faults, locations of springs, and other point types. The set
of point locations is used to calculate the weights for each evidential theme, one weight per
class, using the overlap relationships between the points and the various classes on the
theme. The characteristics of the training points are held in an attribute table. Point subsets may be selected using the values of attributes, such as deposit size, or deposit type
(in mineral exploration). However, points are treated as being either present or absent in
the model, and are not weighted by characteristics such as deposit size.
(http://www.ige.unicamp.br/wofe/documentation/wofeintr.htm).
Weights of evidence: “Weights of evidence is a quantitative method for combining evidence in support of a hypothesis. The method was originally developed for a non spatial
application in medical diagnosis, in which the evidence consisted of a set of symptoms and
the hypothesis was of the type “this patient has disease x”. For each symptom, a pair of
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weights was calculated, one for presence of the symptom, one for absence of the symptom. The magnitude of the weights depended on the measured association between the
symptom and the pattern of disease in a large group of patients. The weights could then
be used to estimate the probability that a new patient would get the disease, based on the
presence or absence of symptoms. Weights of evidence was adapted in the late 1980s for
mapping mineral potential with GIS. In this situation, the evidence consists of a set of exploration datasets (maps), and the hypothesis is “this location is favorable for occurrence
of deposit type x”. Weights are estimated from the measured association between known
mineral occurrences and the values on the maps to be used as predictors. The hypothesis is then repeatedly evaluated for all possible locations on the map using the calculated
weights, producing a map of mineral potential in which the evidence from several map layers is combined. The method belongs to a group of methods suitable for multi-criteria decision making (http://www.ige.unicamp.br/wofe/documentation/wofeintr.htm).
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Appendix A. Key variables
Table A.1. List of key variables for a selection of projects defined by project specialists as being important.

PROJECT TOPIC
Agroforestry systems
Community and institutional participation/support
Climate (length of dry season)
Slope
Erosion
Water availability
Agriculture and livestock productivity
Agricultural subsistence systems
Land tenure
Soils type (shallow soils)
Poverty level
PN20 Scales
Community and institutional participation/Support
Educational level
Political stability
Existence of water related problems/constraints
Poverty level
Level of participation
Institutional legitimacy
Level of corruption
Legislation on participation
PN40 Integrating governance and modeling
Climate (length of dry season)
Population density
Institutional legitimacy (enabling policy environment)
Availability of biophysical Information
Community and institutional participation/support
Equity
PN46 Small Multi-Purpose Reservoir Ensemble Planning
Community and institutional participation/support
Climate (length of dry season)
Small reservoir existence
Satellite info availability
Disease dissemination data (malaria)
PN42 Groundwater governance in IGB and YRB
Water use and availability (current groundwater use)
Precipitation
Groundwater recharge rate
Land use patterns
Irrigation from groundwater
Water technologies
Land tenure
Gender
Educational level
Regulations and legal issues
Farming dependency on groundwater
Population density
Institutional support

Political
scientist
x

x

x
x
x

Biologist

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Hydrologist

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Natural Res.
Management

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Appendix B. Parameters for Homologue layers Reprojection11
“GCS_WGS_1984”
Angular Unit: Degree (0.017453292519943299)
Prime Meridian: Greenwich (0.000000000000000000)
Datum: D_WGS_1984
Spheroid: WGS_1984
Semimajor Axis: 6378137.000000000000000000
Semiminor Axis: 6356752.314245179300000000
Inverse Flattening: 298.257223563000030000
Y la reproyeccion es a WGS_1984_Mercator igualmente en ArcGIS con estos parametros:
Alias:
Abbreviation:
Remarks:
Projection: Mercator
Parameters:
False_Easting: 0.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: 0.000000
Standard_Parallel_1: -8.922333
Linear Unit: Meter (1.000000)
Geographic Coordinate System:
Name: GCS_WGS_1984
Alias:
Abbreviation:
Remarks:
Angular Unit: Degree (0.017453292519943299)
Prime Meridian: Greenwich (0.000000000000000000)
Datum: D_WGS_1984
Spheroid: WGS_1984
Semimajor Axis: 6378137.000000000000000000
Semiminor Axis: 6356752.314245179300000000
Inverse Flattening: 298.257223563000030000
[End of Document]

1 The large number of decimals in the numbers here are those provided in the output of the software package. In no way
do we claim the absurd precision implied. We typically restrict the precision of our geographical coordinates to 30 arcseconds (about 1 km at the Equator). We use two (occasionally three) further decimal places in the calculations to minimize
rounding errors, but we report the outcomes at 30 arcseconds or the decimal equivalent.

